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[1] We present new relativistic formulae for the self‐limiting electron integral and
differential fluxes in a planetary radiation belt. The formulae depend on the relativistic
particle anisotropy, the power gain of electromagnetic whistler mode waves assumed to be
generated near the equator, and the associated length scale for convective wave growth.
The theoretical limit for the electron differential flux is compared with measured fluxes
at geosynchronous orbit. Next we incorporate the effects of nonlinear wave growth into the
calculation of extreme radiation belt electron fluxes. We assume that whistler mode waves
undergo a linear growth phase, during which the frequency is constant, followed by a
nonlinear growth phase during which the frequency is time increasing. We determine the
total power gain GTOT as the sum of the linear wave gain gL during linear growth and
the nonlinear wave gain gN during nonlinear growth. GTOT depends on the maximum
values of the linear and nonlinear wave growth rates at the equator and is hence a function
of the energetic electron number density Nh. For a specified value of GTOT, we can
determine the value of Nh that corresponds to an extreme value for the electron (integral/
differential) flux. Our new result for the extreme electron flux in the nonlinear regime can
be regarded as a generalization of the Kennel‐Petschek limit, which is based on linear
wave growth. The extreme value for the electron flux depends on the parameters that
characterize the plasma and the assumed particle distribution, as well as the convective
length scales lLH and lNH for linear and nonlinear wave growth.
Citation: Summers, D., R. Tang, and Y. Omura (2011), Effects of nonlinear wave growth on extreme radiation belt electron
fluxes, J. Geophys. Res., 116, A10226, doi:10.1029/2011JA016602.
1. Introduction
[2] It is well known that relativistic (>1 MeV) electrons
can be generated in Earth’s outer radiation zone (3 < L < 7)
during geomagnetically disturbed periods [e.g., Baker et al.,
1997, 1998; Reeves et al., 1998] and that these “killer”
electrons are potentially hazardous to orbiting spacecraft
[e.g., Fennell et al., 2000; Baker, 2002]. There is much
motivation, therefore, to understand the physical processes
that control radiation belt particle dynamics. During the past
decade or so, there has been considerable research effort to
identify and quantify the acceleration, loss and transport
mechanisms of radiation belt particles [e.g., see Friedel
et al., 2002; Horne, 2002; O’Brien et al., 2003; Thorne et al.,
2005a; Summers et al., 2007a, 2007b; Millan and Thorne,
2007; Shprits et al., 2008; Hudson et al., 2008; Baker and
Kanekal, 2008, and references therein].
[3] Hazards to spacecraft posed by relativistic electrons
are often characterized by “worst‐case” observed fluxes, i.e.,
“extreme” or “maximum” fluxes [e.g., Fennell et al., 2000].
Observations of extreme values of energetic electron fluxes
at geosynchronous orbit have been reported, for instance, by
O’Brien et al. [2007] and Kataoka and Miyoshi [2008].
There appears therefore to be firm experimental evidence for
the existence of an upper limit to radiation belt electron
fluxes. Candidate mechanisms that may explain the flux
limits include the limit to sustained solar wind velocity
[O’Brien et al., 2007], which is a key driver of outer zone
electron fluxes, and mechanisms internal to the magneto-
sphere such as the self‐limiting flux concept of Kennel and
Petschek [1966]. Limiting particle spectramay also be obtained
as the steady state solution of the (three‐dimensional) kinetic
equation for the particle distribution, in which radial trans-
port, acceleration and loss processes are included. In a more
restricted study, Summers and Ma [2000] obtained limiting
spectra for outer zone energetic electrons by obtaining
a steady state solution of a one‐dimensional kinetic equation
for the particle energy distribution, with radial transport
absent, under geomagnetic storm conditions. The model
analyzed by Summers and Ma [2000] was based on the pro-
posed mechanism of Summers et al. [1998] for gener-
ating “killer” electrons, namely, electron acceleration due to
gyroresonant interaction with whistler mode chorus outside
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the plasmasphere, and electron precipitation loss due to
resonant scattering by electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves
inside the plasmasphere.
[4] In this paper we address the concept of extreme
radiation belt electron flux in two ways:
[5] 1. We further examine the self‐limiting flux concept of
Kennel and Petschek [1966] in the relativistic regime. In our
interpretation of this concept, the limit on stably trapped
particle flux is attained in the steady state condition of
marginal stability in which whistler mode waves generated
near the equator acquire a specified gain over a given con-
vective growth length. In contrast to the nonrelativistic
Kennel and Petschek [1966] formulation, Summers et al.
[2009] obtained fully relativistic formulae for the limiting
electron integral and differential fluxes for a general plan-
etary radiation belt at a given L shell. The theoretical limits
on the trapped flux were compared with observed energetic
electron fluxes at Earth, Jupiter, and Uranus. In their study
on the Kennel‐Petschek limit,Mauk and Fox [2010] extended
the work of Summers et al. [2009] by assuming an empiri-
cally motivated analytical form for the electron differential
flux. This form allows more flexible fitting to measured
spectral shapes than the power law distribution assumed by
Summers et al. [2009]. In the present study, we rework
the analysis of Summers et al. [2009] and obtain new
explicit formulae for the limiting electron integral and dif-
ferential fluxes. We then compare the limiting solutions with
observed energetic electron fluxes at geosynchronous orbit.
Our reanalysis of the Kennel‐Petschek limit is presented
in section 2.
[6] 2. As an extension of Kennel‐Petschek theory which
is based on linear wave growth, we present in sections 3–6 a
determination of extreme electron flux that includes the
effects of nonlinear wave growth. Our analysis here utilizes
the nonlinear growth theory of magnetospheric whistler
mode emissions developed by Omura et al. [2008, 2009].
We assume that the process of wave growth comprises a
linear phase followed by a nonlinear phase. We then cal-
culate the total power gain as the sum of the linear wave
gain and the nonlinear wave gain. This enables the calculation
of an extreme value for the electron flux, for a specified value
of the total wave gain.
[7] We conclude our paper with a brief summary in
section 7.
2. Self‐Limiting Stably Trapped Particle Flux
[8] As used by Summers et al. [2009], we choose the
(equatorial) electron distribution function,
f pk; p?






sinð Þ2s; p  p
*
ð1Þ
with p2 = pk
2 + p?
2 , where pk = gmevk and p? = gmev? are the
components of relativistic momentum p = gmev, me is the
electron rest mass, v is the electron velocity with compo-
nents vk and v?, parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to
the ambient magnetic field, and g = (1 − v2/c2)−1/2 = (1 + p2/
(mec)
2)1/2, with v2 = vk
2 + v?
2 , and c is the speed of light; a =
tan−1(p?/pk) is the electron pitch angle; l (>1) is the spectral
index and s (>0) is the pitch angle index; p* is a minimum
value of the momentum to be specified below. The electron
differential number flux J is given by
J ¼ p2f : ð2Þ
Hence, J?(p*) in (1) is the perpendicular (a = p/2) differ-
ential number flux at p = p*. The electron kinetic energy E,
given by E/(mec













By using (1) and (2), the electron integral omnidirectional
flux,
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and G is the gamma function.
2.1. Linear Wave Growth Rate
[9] The cold plasma dispersion relation for electromag-
netic R mode waves propagating parallel to a uniform
magnetic field can be written
y2 ¼ x2 þ x
a 1 xð Þ ð7Þ
where
x ¼ != Wej j; y ¼ ck= Wej j; ð8Þ
and a is the cold plasma parameter defined by
a ¼ Wej j2=!2pe ð9Þ
where w is the (real) wave frequency, k is the (real) wave
number, ∣We∣ = eB0/(mec) is the electron gyrofrequency,
wpe = (4pN0e
2/me)
1/2 is the plasma frequency, −e is the
electron charge, N0 is the cold electron number density, and
B0 is the magnitude of the zeroth‐order magnetic field.
Then, using a modification of results by Xiao et al. [1998]
presented by Summers et al. [2009, Appendix A], we write
the temporal growth rate wi for parallel‐propagating R mode
waves corresponding to the anisotropic electron distribu-



















mecð ÞJ?ðp*ÞI1 x; yð Þ ð11Þ
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is the fraction of the relativistic particle distribution near
resonance,
~Arel ¼ y1 xð Þ
I2 x; yð Þ
I1 x; yð Þ ð12Þ
is the relativistic pitch angle anisotropy of the resonant
particles,
AC ¼ x1 x ð13Þ
is the critical (minimum) anisotropy required for wave
growth (wi > 0), and
vg
c
¼ 2ay 1 xð Þ
2
1þ 2ax 1 xð Þ2 ð14Þ
is the normalized group speed of the waves.
[10] I1(x, y) and I2(x, y) are integrals whose forms are
given in Appendix A of the present paper. These integrals
must in general be evaluated numerically.
2.2. Limiting Flux
[11] We assume that whistler mode waves of sufficient
power generated at the magnetic equator maintain the stably
trapped electron flux close to its limiting value. The wave






where the path integral (15) is taken along a flux tube with





where H is a specified convective growth length, and in (16)
the wave growth rate wi and group speed vg are evaluated at
the frequency w = wm at which wi maximizes. Substituting
(10) and (11) for the wave growth rate wi into (16) yields the




















xm ¼ !m= Wej j; ym ¼ ckm= Wej j; km ¼ k !mð Þ: ð18Þ
Hence, from (5) and (17), we obtain the limiting omnidi-
rectional electron integral flux,



















z2 þ 2zð Þl ð20Þ
and in (17), (19), and (20) the quantities I1, ~Arel, AC are
evaluated at x = xm, y = ym. We identify p* (or E*) as the
minimum electron momentum (or energy) for which gyro-
resonance can occur with a wave having a positive growth
rate. From (10) and (7) we find wi > 0 for 0 < w < w*, where
x* = w*/∣We∣ and y* = ck*/∣We∣ satisfy










Numerical values for x* and y* are determined by solving
equations (21) and (22) simultaneously. We set w = w*,
k = k*, vk = v* and v? = 0 in the relativistic gyroresonance
condition,
! kvk ¼ Wej j=; ð23Þ







































Result (19), with E* given by (24)–(26), is a new explicit
form for the limiting value of the omnidirectional electron
integral flux for E > E* in the fully relativistic regime.
Nonrelativistic approximations corresponding to (17), (19),
and (20) are given in Appendix B. Equations (19) and (20)
can be shown to be equivalent to equations (26) and (27) of
Summers et al. [2009], when G = 3/2. As in previous
treatments of the self‐limiting flux problem, the derivation
of (19) is based on the assumption that wave growth
rates are linear. The parameters x*, xm, and E* are plotted by
Summers et al. [2009] as functions of the parameter a =
∣We∣2/wpe2 , for the pitch angle indices s = 0.1, 0.5, 2.0, and
the fixed spectral index l = 2; values of x*, xm, and E* are
also given in tabular form for a specified array of (s, l)
values, for the case a = 0.05.
[12] From (1) and (2) we find the perpendicular differ-
ential electron flux is given by





; p  p
*
: ð27Þ
The limiting value of the perpendicular differential elec-
tron flux is therefore given by (27) with J?(p*) given by
expression (17).
2.3. Application to Earth
[13] In the case of Earth, we assume a dipole magnetic
field, B0(L) = BE/L
3 and HP = LRE/2 (where L is magnetic
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shell), with BE = 0.312 gauss and RE = 6.4 × 10
8 cm. Then
from (19) the limiting omnidirectional electron integral
flux is







  cm2s1: ð28Þ
[14] In Figure 1 we show both relativistic and nonrela-
tivistic two‐dimensional plots of the parameters L(l, s, a),
~A(l, s, a) and AC(l, s, a) for the case a = 0.05. In particular,
we see that L can be weakly or strongly dependent on the
values chosen for l and s subject to the region of (l, s)
parameter space considered. For a given l value, L, ~A, and
AC are increasing functions of s. For a given s value, ~A and
AC are weakly dependent on l if l > 2. Complementary to
Figure 1, we show in Figure 2 plots of L, ~A, and AC as
functions of s for the cases l = 1.1, 2.0, 4.0, with a = 0.05.
The relativistic and nonrelativistic values of ~A and AC are in
approximate agreement over most of (l, s) parameter space.
Significant differences between Lrel and Lnonrel occur for
some values of l and s, e.g., 1.1 < l < 4, 0.1 < s < 0.5.
[15] In Figure 3 we plot the relativistic and nonrelativistic
forms of L, ~A, and AC as functions of a for s = 0.1, 0.5, 2.0,
with l = 2. In all cases considered, the nonrelativistic forms
of L, ~A, and AC are weakly dependent on a. For a < 0.05 the
relativistic forms of ~A and AC are weakly dependent on a
and reasonably well approximated by the corresponding
nonrelativistic forms. For s > 1 and a < 0.05, the relativistic
form of L is likewise weakly dependent on a and reasonably
approximated by its nonrelativistic form. For a > 0.05, L, ~A,
and AC are all decreasing functions of a.
[16] In Figure 4 we plot L, ~A, and AC as functions of L,
for s = 0.1, 0.5, 2.0, with l = 2. We have assumed the
electron number density N0 = 124(3/L)
4 cm−3 [Sheeley et al.,
2001] and a dipole magnetic field in the Earth’s trough
region. The nonrelativistic forms of L, ~A, and AC are weakly
dependent on L. The relativistic forms of L, ~A, and AC are
weakly increasing functions of L; ~A and AC are reasonably
approximated by their nonrelativistic forms.
[17] We compare our limiting solution (27) with the
measured electron differential flux at geosynchronous orbit
(L = 6.6) published by O’Brien et al. [2007]. We choose
G = 6, N0 = 5.29 cm−3, a = 0.0216, l = 1.9 and we consider
s = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5. The results of our comparison are
shown in Figure 5. We have set l = 1.9 so as to best match
the slope of our solution with slopes of the data curves.
Since experimental values of s associated with the flux
measurements of O’Brien et al. [2007] were not available,
we choose the above s values so as to match the solutions
with the data profiles for the three different averaging times.
Typical measured s values in Earth’s outer radiation belt
cover the range 0 < s < 1.5 [Thorne et al., 2005b]. From
Figure 5 it is clear that some of the data profiles agree
remarkably well with the limiting solutions, dependent on
Figure 1. Two‐dimensional plots of the parameters L(l, s, a), ~A(l, s, a), and AC(l, s, a), in the relativistic
and nonrelativistic cases, with a = ∣We∣2/wpe2 = 0.05.
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Figure 2. Relativistic and nonrelativistic values of the
parameters L(l, s, a), ~A(l, s, a), and AC(l, s, a) as functions
of the pitch angle index s, for a = ∣We∣2/wpe2 = 0.05 and the
indicated values of l.
Figure 3. Relativistic and nonrelativistic values of the
parameters L(l, s, a), ~A(l, s, a), and AC(l, s, a) as functions
of the parameter a = ∣We∣2/wpe2 , for l = 2, and the indicated
values of s.
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the averaging time and chosen s value. A more general or
definitive conclusion from this comparison of data with
limiting solutions cannot be made since experimental s
values were not known.
3. Nonlinear Wave Growth Effects
[18] We first consider the distribution F of hot energetic
electrons given by
F pk; p?
  ¼ Nh
2pc
2l  1ð ÞG l þ sþ 1ð Þ







p  pc: ð29Þ
Distribution (29) is similar to distribution (1) except that the




3 p = Nh where Nh is the hot
electron number density. By following Summers et al. [2009,
Appendix A], the relativistic linear temporal growth rate for
field‐aligned electromagnetic R mode waves corresponding





2l  1ð ÞG l þ sþ 1ð Þ






 2l1 1 xð Þ2
1þ 2ax 1 xð Þ2
h i




where the integrals I1, I2 are given by (A1) and (A2). The










 2l1 1 xð Þ2









[19] In Figure 6, for a range of Nh/N0 values, we plot the
relativistic linear growth rate (30) and nonrelativistic linear
growth rate (31) for the case s = 0.3, l = 1.5, pc/(mec) = 0.32,
and we have set a = 0.0625 which corresponds to N0 =
44 cm−3 at L = 3.9 by using the Sheeley et al. [2001] density
model. For a given Nh/N0 value, the relativistic and non-
relativistic growth rates are markedly different, and the
maximum growth rate in the nonrelativistic approximation is
approximately 2.1 times the relativistic maximum growth
rate.
[20] Omura et al. [2008, 2009] have recently developed
a nonlinear wave growth theory for magnetospheric
whistler mode chorus emissions. According to this theory,
the nonlinear growth rate GN for field‐aligned whistler mode
(R mode) waves of frequency w(t) and wave magnetic field





Figure 4. Relativistic and nonrelativistic values of the
parameters L(l, s, a), ~A(l, s, a), and AC(l, s, a) as functions
of L shell, for l = 2, and the indicated values of s. The elec-
tron density model N0 = 124(3/L)
4 cm−3 [Sheeley et al.,
2001] and a dipole magnetic field in the Earth’s trough
region are assumed.




















2 ¼ ! Wej j  !ð Þ
!2pe
; 2 ¼ 1























where Vg(t) is the wave group speed, ~R(t) is the resonant
Lorenz factor, ~VR(t) is the resonant parallel particle velocity,
V?0 (=constant) is the average perpendicular particle veloc-
ity, andQ is the dimensionless factor that represents the depth
of the electromagnetic electron hole within which nonlinear
particle trapping takes place. The quantity ~G in (33) is a mea-
sure of the average value of the assumed hot electron distri-
bution Ft trapped by the wave. The trapped distribution Ft is
often assumed to be a simple electron ring distribution,
Ft pk; p?
  ¼ F pk  p?  p?0ð Þ ð37Þ
with






where d is the Dirac delta function, and F is a function of






¼ F ~pRð Þ ð39Þ
where ~pR = ~Rme~VR.
[21] Here, we approximate distribution (29) by the ring
distribution
Ft pk; p?






 2 1þlþsð Þ
  p?  p?0ð Þ; pk  pc; ð40Þ
where
p?0 ¼ c2pc; ð41Þ
c1 ¼ l  1ð Þ 2l þ 2sþ 1ð ÞG sþ 1ð ÞG lð Þ
2 2l  1ð ÞG sþ 32
 
G l  12
  ; ð42Þ
c2 ¼
2l  1ð ÞG sþ 32
 
G l  12
 
2 l  1ð ÞG sþ 1ð ÞG lð Þ : ð43Þ
Figure 5. Maxima (for three different averaging times) for the electron differential flux at geosynchro-
nous orbit [O’Brien et al., 2007], together with limiting solutions (in black).
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 2 1þlþsð Þ
: ð44Þ
[22] The pair of coupled differential equations for ~Bw =
Bw (t)/B0 and ~! = w(t)/∣We∣, corresponding to the “chorus















































where VP(t) is the wave phase speed.
[23] The wave equations (45) and (46) are in general valid
at the magnetic equator for wave frequencies in the range
0.1 ≤ ~! ≤ 0.5, and for wave amplitudes such that ~Bw(t) > ~Bth,



















 4 1þlþsð Þ
; ð51Þ
where the parameter a is given by (9). Expression (51) is a
useful analytical approximation to the threshold wave
amplitude. The exact threshold value (which may be greater
than or less than (51)) must be obtained numerically.
[24] Solutions to equations (45) and (46) depend on the
parameters l, s, a, Nh/N0, L, Q, and pc (or V?0), as well as on
the initial values ~Bw(0), ~!(0). The parameters pc and V?0 are
related by equations (38) and (41) and so cannot be assigned
independently.
[25] We solve equations (45) and (46) for the parameter
values chosen in Figure 6, namely s = 0.3, l = 1.5, a = 0.0625,
pc/(mec) = 0.32 (which corresponds to V?0/c = 0.605), and
we set Q = 0.5. As initial conditions, we choose ~Bw(0) =
Bw(0)/B0 to be slightly greater than the numerical threshold
value, and we take w(0) to be the frequency wm at which the
relativistic linear growth rate (30) maximizes. In Figure 7 we
show the solutions for the wave amplitude Bw/B0 and the
wave frequency w/|We|, together with the corresponding
solutions for the nonlinear growth rate GN/|We|, for each
of the Nh/N0 values specified in Figure 6. The solutions are
characteristic of rising tone whistler mode emissions in
which the frequency increases in time [see Omura et al.,
2009, section 5]. The nonlinear growth rate increases to a
maximum value and then decreases, as time and frequency
increase. Comparing Figures 6 and 7, we find that for a
given Nh/N0 value the maximum nonlinear growth rate is
about 26–64 times the maximum relativistic linear growth
rate. The minimum electron resonant energy Emin at wave
frequencies at which the maximum linear and nonlinear wave
growth occurs is typically in the range tens to hundreds of
keV for a = 0.0625; see Figure 8, which was constructed
using Summers et al. [2007a, forumula (16)].
4. Total Wave Gain
[26] In order to estimate the total power gain during wave
growth, we consider the linear growth phase, during which
the wave frequency is constant, followed by a nonlinear
growth phase with a rising (∂w/∂t > 0) frequency. Many ray‐
tracing studies [e.g., Nagano et al., 1998; Chum et al., 2007;
Li et al., 2009] have addressed the linear growth phase, and
recent particle simulations have analyzed the evolution of
wave growth from the linear to nonlinear phases [e.g.,
Omura and Summers, 2006; Omura et al., 2008; Katoh and
Omura, 2011; Omura and Nunn, 2011]. Motivated by these
simulation studies, we extend the linear wave gain expres-
sion (15) and write the total wave gain in the form,
Figure 6. Linear whistler mode wave growth rates (30) and
(31) corresponding to the particle distribution (29) for the
indicated values of the hot electron number density Nh.

















where H1 is the convective length scale over which linear
wave growth takes place, and H2 is the convective length
scale over which nonlinear wave growth takes place; inte-
gration is carried out along a magnetic field line; w = wm is
the frequency at which the linear temporal growth rate wi
maximizes at the equator, and w = wM is the frequency at
which the nonlinear temporal growth rate GN maximizes at
the equator. From (52), the maximum wave gain is







[27] We set H1 = lLH, H2 = lNH where H = LRE/2 and
lL, lN are scalars, and we hence write
GTOT ¼ gL þ gN ; ð54Þ
with
gL ¼ 	LH !ivg
 
!¼!m




Figure 7. Solutions to the whistler mode wave equations (45) and (46) at the equator, corresponding to
the particle distribution (40) for the indicated values of the hot electron number density Nh; Bw/B0 is the
normalized wave amplitude, w/|We| is the normalized wave frequency, and GN/|We| is the normalized
nonlinear wave growth rate.
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2l  1ð ÞG l þ sþ 1ð Þ



























 2 1þlþsð Þ
:
ð57Þ
Results (56) and (57) give the maximum linear convective
wave gain gL and the maximum nonlinear convective wave
gain gN, once the scalars lL, lN are known. The relevant
quantities on the right‐hand side of (57) are evaluated at the
frequency w = wM at which GN maximizes. Frequency wm is
independent of Nh/N0, and the linear gain gL is a linear
function of Nh/N0; frequency wM is dependent on Nh/N0, and
the nonlinear gain gN is a nonlinear function of Nh/N0.
[29] For the parameter values adopted in Figures 6 and 7,
we plot gN/lN and gL/lL in Figure 9 as functions of Nh/N0.
For a given value of Nh/N0, we find that gN/lN ≥ 15(gL/lL),
approximately. In section 2, and in the study by Summers
et al. [2009], only a linear wave gain is considered and we
set lL = 1. In this case, when GTOT = gL = 3/2 (as assumed by
Summers et al. [2009]), we find from Figure 9 that Nh/N0 =
9.6 × 10−4. This value is consistent with the result J?(p*) =
2.4 × 106 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV−1 obtained from Summers et al.
[2009, formula (54)].
5. Extreme Electron Flux
[30] Corresponding to distribution (29), the electron
integral omnidirectional flux is




2l1ð ÞG lþ sþ1ð Þ
G sþ 32
 









where we specify Er as the minimum electron energy for
resonant interaction with electromagnetic R mode waves
of frequency wr, where wM < wr < 0.5|We|. For a speci-
fied value of the total wave gain GTOT, a corresponding
“extreme” value of Nh/N0 can be obtained numerically from
equations (54)–(57) for given values of lL and lN . This
can be achieved by plotting GTOT = gL + gN as a function of
Nh/N0, and then estimating from this plot the value of Nh/N0
that corresponds to the given value of GTOT. The integral
flux (58) evaluated for the extreme value of Nh/N0 corre-
sponds to an extreme value of the equatorial electron flux in
the nonlinear regime. This extreme flux can be regarded as
a generalization in the nonlinear regime of the Kennel‐
Petschek self‐limiting flux in the linear regime. Computer
simulations [e.g., Omura et al., 2008; Hikishima et al., 2009;
Omura and Nunn, 2011] reveal that the spatial scales for
linear and nonlinear wave growth are comparable, i.e., lL ≈
lN ≈ 0.5. Consequently, in typical cases in which the
nonlinear growth rate well exceeds the linear growth rate
(Figures 6 and 7) and the consequent nonlinear gain
exceeds the linear gain (Figure 9), the corresponding extreme
value for the electron flux is much reduced from that pre-
dicted by Kennel‐Petschek linear theory.
[31] The perpendicular differential electron flux corre-
sponding to distribution (29) is
Figure 8. Minimum energy Emin(keV) for electron gyroreso-
nance with Rmodewaves, for specified values of a = |We|
2/wpe
2 .
Figure 9. Linear wave gain gL/lL given by (56) and non-
linear wave gain gN/lN given by (57), each plotted as
functions of the hot electron number density Nh, for the
parameter values chosen in Figures 6 and 7.
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J? pð Þ ¼ Nh2pc
2l  1ð ÞG l þ sþ 1ð Þ




; p  pc: ð59Þ
The extreme value of the perpendicular differential electron
flux is therefore given by (59) when Nh assumes its extreme
value.
6. Wave Gains for the Bi‐Maxwellian and
Associated Ring Distribution
[32] Our analysis of nonlinear wave growth rates
and nonlinear wave gain have been based hitherto on the
particle distributions (29) and (37). We now consider the
bi‐Maxwellian distribution,
FM pk; p?


















3p = Nh. The relativistic linear
temporal growth rate for field‐aligned whistler mode waves
corresponding to distribution (60) is given by
!i










1þ 2ax 1 xð Þ2





where the integrals I3, I4 are given in Appendix C; the

















AT  x1 x
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2 − 1 is the thermal anisotropy of the hot
energetic electrons.
[33] In Figure 10, for various Nh/N0 values we plot the
relativistic (61) and nonrelativistic (62) linear growth rates
for whistler mode waves corresponding to distribution (60)
for the parameters 
k/(mec) = 0.49, 
?/(mec) = 0.86, AT =
2.0, with a = 0.0625 which corresponds to N0 = 44 cm
−3 at
L = 3.9. As in Figure 6, the relativistic and nonrelativistic
growth rates differ significantly, and here the maximum
nonrelativistic growth rate is 1.6 times the maximum rel-
ativistic growth rate.
[34] We approximate (60) by the ring distribution,
FMt pk; p?















?/2. The trapped distribution (63) was also
used by Omura et al. [2009] in developing their nonlinear
wave growth theory. From (37), (39), and (63), we find that












Hence, the nonlinear growth rate GN
M corresponding to dis-
tribution (63) is given by expression (33) with ~G replaced by
~GM. The wave equations corresponding to distribution (63),
namely equations (45) and (46) with GN replaced by GN
M, are























In this case, the solutions ~Bw(t), ~!(t) depend on the parameters
a, 
k, 
?, Nh/N0, L, Q, V?0 and ~Bw(0), ~!(0). Expression (65)
is a useful analytical approximation to the exact threshold
wave amplitude which must be obtained numerically.
[35] We solve the wave equations (45) and (46) in the case
of distribution (63) and the corresponding nonlinear growth
rate GN
M, for the parameter values used in Figure 10, with
Q = 0.5 and V?0/c = 0.6. As initial conditions, we take
Bw(0)/B0 to exceed the numerical threshold value slightly,
and we set w(0) to be equal to the frequency at which the
relativistic linear growth rate (61) maximizes. In Figure 11
we show solutions for Bw, w, and GN
M for the Nh/N0 values
specified in Figure 10. The solutions typify rising tone
whistler mode waves and are similar to those in Figure 7.
Comparing Figures 10 and 11, we find that the maximum
value of the nonlinear growth rate is 4.1–5.6 times the max-
Figure 10. Linear whistler mode wave growth rates (61)
and (62) corresponding to the bi‐Maxwellian particle dis-
tribution (60) for the indicated values of the hot electron
number density Nh.
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imum value of the corresponding relativistic linear growth
rate.
[36] We obtain the maximum linear convective wave
gain gL






















where xm, ym are evaluated at the frequency at which the
linear growth rate (61) maximizes. The maximum nonlinear
convective wave gain gN
































where the relevant quantities on the right‐hand side of (67)
are evaluated at the frequency at which the nonlinear growth
rate GN
M maximizes.





as functions of Nh/N0. In Figure 12 (middle) we use the
parameters adopted in Figures 10 and 11, for which AT =
2.0. In Figures 12 (top) and 12 (bottom) we use the same
parameters except that we set 
?/(mec) = 0.57, AT = 0.32
and 
?/(mec) = 1.11, AT = 3.99, respectively. In each
panel, for the appropriate parameter values, we set Bw(0)/B0
Figure 11. Solutions to the whistler mode wave equations (45) and (46) at the equator, corresponding to
the particle distribution (63) for the indicated values of the hot electron number density Nh.
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to be slightly greater than the numerical threshold value,
and w(0) to equal the frequency at which the linear growth
rate (61) maximizes. The panels indicate that for a given




M increase as the
thermal anisotropy AT is increased. In all panels we find
gN
M/lN
M  gLM/lLM which implies that the corresponding
extreme electron flux is much less than that predicted from
Kennel‐Petschek theory.
7. Summary
[38] The Kennel‐Petschek concept of self‐limitation
of radiation belt particle fluxes was reexamined by Summers
et al. [2009] in a fully relativistic regime. We have extended
this study and have obtained new relativistic limiting forms
for the omnidirectional electron integral flux (19) and
electron differential flux ((17) and (27)). These forms are
simple, explicit, and involve the particle pitch angle
anisotropy ~Arel, the wave gain G, and the convective growth
length H. The limiting forms further depend on the spectral
index l and pitch angle index s of the assumed particle
distribution (1), as well as on the cold plasma parameter
a = |We|
2/wpe
2 . We compared our limiting solution for the
electron differential flux with measured fluxes at geosyn-
chronous orbit. For some parameter values, the experimental
fluxes were reasonably close to the limiting solution, though
a strict comparison is difficult since empirical values for
s were unavailable. In common with previous studies of the
Kennel‐Petschek limit on stably trapped particle fluxes, our
analysis (in section 2) is based on linear wave growth theory.
[39] We have incorporated (in sections 3–6) the effects of
nonlinear wave growth in the determination of extreme
radiation belt particle fluxes. We assume that electromag-
netic whistler mode waves generated in the vicinity of the
equator undergo a linear growth phase, in which the wave
frequency is constant, followed by a nonlinear growth phase
in which the wave frequency is time‐increasing. To calcu-
late nonlinear wave growth rates we used the nonlinear
theory of Omura et al. [2009] for field‐aligned whistler
mode waves. We solved the coupled “chorus equations”
((45) and (46)) at the equator to obtain the wave amplitude
Bw and wave frequency w, and we hence obtained the
nonlinear wave growth rate GN. We expressed the total
power gain GTOT (given by (52)) as the sum of the linear
wave gain gL, during the linear growth phase, and the
nonlinear wave gain gN during the nonlinear growth phase.
We determined GTOT using the maximum values of the
linear and nonlinear growth rates, and thereby obtained
GTOT as a function of the energetic electron number density
Nh. GTOT depends on the convective length scales lLH, lNH
for linear, nonlinear wave growth. We derived results (58)
and (59) for the extreme values of the electron integral
flux and differential flux, in which Nh takes on an extreme
value corresponding to a specified value of the maximum
total wave gain GTOT; the extreme value of Nh must be
obtained numerically. The theoretical results (58) and (59)
for the extreme flux in the nonlinear regime can be regar-
ded as generalizations of the classical Kennel‐Petschek
limits which are based on linear wave growth. We calculated
the wave gains gL/lL, gN/lN corresponding to the distribu-





corresponding to the distributions (60) and (63). In cases of
Figure 12. Linear wave gain gL
M/lL
M given by (66) and
nonlinear wave gain gN
M/lN
M given by (67), each plotted as
functions of the hot electron number density Nh. (middle)
Parameter values are those adopted in Figures 10 and 11.
(top) Parameter values as in Figure 12 (middle), except 
?/
(mec) = 0.57, AT = 0.32. (bottom) Parameter values as in
Figure 12 (middle), except 
?/(mec) = 1.11, AT = 3.99.
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moderate thermal anisotropy in which the maximum non-
linear wave growth rate is much greater than the maximum
linear growth rate, our study implies that the inclusion of
nonlinear wave effects sharply reduces the prediction of
extreme radiation belt electron flux in comparison to that
predicted by Kennel‐Petschek theory. Inclusion of nonlinear
wave effects can likewise be expected to modify consider-
ably the treatment of other radiation belt phenomena tradi-
tionally analyzed by linear or quasi‐linear theories. In this
regard an interesting future project would be to examine
how the inclusion of nonlinear wave growth effects impacts
the well‐known result of Schulz and Davidson [1988] that
the limiting radiation belt differential flux varies asymptot-
ically as 1/E at large energy E in the nonrelativistic regime.
Our present study does not include explicitly the nonlinear
effects that lead to the saturation of nonlinear wave growth
at the magnetic equator. A further challenging project would
be to analyze the nonlinear wave‐particle interaction effects
that lead to this saturation process.
Appendix A: Integrals Occurring in Equations (11)
and (12)
[40] The integrals I1 and I2 occurring in equations (11) and
(12) are given by
I1 x; yð Þ ¼
Z ∞
0
dz z2sþ1 2 l þ 1ð Þz2  2sp2R
 
DR z2 þ p2R
 lþsþ2 ; ðA1Þ







 lþsþ1 ; ðA2Þ
where
R ¼ xþ y y
2  x2ð Þ 1þ z2ð Þ þ 1½ 1=2





DR ¼ 1 x Rx 1ð Þ
Ry2
; ðA5Þ
where x and y are defined by (8), and satisfy equation (7).
Appendix B: Nonrelativistic Forms of Results (17),
(19), and (20)
[41] In the nonrelativistic regime, we set g = 1, p = mev,
E = (mev
2)/2, p* = mev*, E* = (mev*
2)/2. The nonrelativistic










G l þ sþ 1ð Þ




































s 1þ sð Þ2þas2






2 s 1þ sð Þ2þas2
h i : ðB6Þ
The nonrelativistic form of the limiting perpendicular dif-
ferential electron flux is given by equations (27), (B1),
(B4) and (B5).
Appendix C: Integrals Occurring in Equations (61)
and (66)
[42] The integrals occurring in equations (61) and (66) are
given by



















































y2  x2 ; ðC3Þ
DMR ¼ 1





where x and y are defined by (8), and satisfy equation (7).
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